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The AP Art and Design course is designed to help you become more 
inquisitive and thoughtful as an artist/designer. 

Summer work helps 
you get started 
dreaming and 

planning artworks

Art Journals document 
where your ideas are coming 
from, and in time, show 
where your ideas are leading 
to.

With regular journaling time, you 
will be able to articulate the 

formal concerns and conceptual 
connections that may become 

central to your practice.

Put thought into supporting your ideas 
with research + materials + design time+ 
process development+ experiments and 
REFLECTION.  Art Journal entries can be 
anything that helps you ponder and plan. 
Text, cut and paste images, drawings, info 
on artists, photos you take of sculptures, of 
experiments…  all can go in art Journal.



https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/sculpture-3d-design-
sketchbooks



Essential 
Question (EQ) 

Development for 
your Sustained 

Investigation (SI)

Research &

Generating 
Support

Visual 
Journaling & 

Sketching

Document 
Artwork/Material 

Experiments  



If you can imagine it and plan for it, you can do it.





1. Open-ended (typically an 
EQ will not have a single or 

final correct answer)

2. Thought-provoking, 
intellectually engaging, and 
sparks discussion or debate

3. Calls for higher-order 
thinking such as analysis, 
inference, evaluation, and 

prediction (this means an EQ 
can’t be answered by recall or 

stated facts)

4. Alludes to important, 
transferrable ideas within 

and sometimes across 
disciplines

5. Raises more questions 
(sparks further inquiry)

6. Requires support and 
justification (not just an 

answer)  - support may also 
require research and 

historical or contemporary 
context

7. Recurs over time (the 
question can and should be 

revisited over and over again)

Developed from McTighe, Jay, and Grant P. Wiggins. Essential Questions: Opening Doors to Student Understanding. Alexandria: ASCD, 2013. Print 



1. Avoid simple 
questions such as 

“Who is Pablo 
Picasso?”

2. Plan Backwards 
(What 

understanding do 
you want to gain 

through the inquiry 
process/portfolio 

development 
process? Develop 
questions around 
big ideas/topics)

3. Look to multiple 
places or disciplines 
for influence and 

inspiration.

4. Consider your 
personal interests 

or future plans 
(beyond just art) –
Can this lead to 
inspiration and 

inquiry?

5. Determine if a 
particular art 

material, technique, 
or process is 
important to 

include in the EQ 
(this is a choice to 
evaluate, you don’t 

have to include 
these)



Essential Question 
(EQ) Development 
for your Sustained 
Investigation (SI)



Search websites, museum websites and/or visit a museum. 
Look for key words related to your art style, technique, 
subject matter, process, materials, etc. 

Learn about contemporary artists, art theories and genres
connected to your possible EQs and Sustained Investigation.

For example, if your thinking of  using recycled materials 
you might share the work of  El Anatsui and look for 
exhibitions of his work near you. If you go to a Museum this 
summer,  take pictures of works and artists statements that 
inspire you.

Inspiration must be chased and uncovered. 

It does not strike like lightning rather it ignites when you 
feed it your energy and wonderment. 

Research &

Generate Support

• Get inspired and get 

informed. Research 

using these websites:

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/

https://art21.org/

https://hyperallergic.com/

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/
https://art21.org/
https://hyperallergic.com/


• Source and use a sketchbook to journal, draw, write, and think visually about 

your Essential Question and Sustained Investigation. This sketchbook can be 

physical (Ideally  at least 8.5 x 11” but what ever you prefer) or it can be digital 

(One Note, Sketchpad, or other digital journaling options) or both.

• Use your sketchbook to take research notes on artists from the previous 

websites. 

• In your sketchbook, plan at least (3) future AP Portfolio artworks. This may be 

done in the form of thumbnail sketches, material experiments, color swatches, 

mind maps, notes, mockups, shot lists, scrap models, or other compositional 

planning.

• The AP Portfolio requires documentation of your process, including visual 

journaling and sketching, start using this resource over the summer. Be 

prepared to share your sketchbook in the fall.  

Research &

Generating 
Support

Visual Journaling & 
Sketching and

PLANNING



Production:

Practice, Experiment and 
Make… Progress not 

Perfection



mailto:gonzalezt@bolles.org
https://apartanddesign.collegeboard.org/2021-ap-art-and-design-digital-exhibit
https://apartanddesign.collegeboard.org/2021-ap-art-and-design-digital-exhibit
https://apartanddesign.collegeboard.org/2021-ap-art-and-design-digital-exhibit




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sM2MOyonDsY
https://youtu.be/4-DO451y9tw


https://youtu.be/PbRX0JQ68EI
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